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 Safe Distancing, Shelter in Place, Self-Quarantine, Pandemic are words that were not pulled from 

our vocabulary two months ago.  Now, they are the steadfast.  Coronavirus has changed our world, 

possibly forever.  Until we use and practice those words religiously, I do not know when we will begin to 

see the new normal.  As I drive around the City doing my rounds, I am seeing way too many vehicles on 

the streets.  That tells me we are not following the Governor’s Executive Order 2020-21 to stay at home.  

A person could be cited, fined $500, and sentenced to 90 days in jail for violating the order.  The virus is 

here in Iron County.  Due to lack of testing, we do not know how prevalent it is.  The Executive Order is 

telling you, in plain language, to avoid encountering non-house members at all costs.  Hopefully, as 

people take note, that we had to close all city parks, they will see this disease is a very serious matter. 

 COVID – 19 is a severe disease and is very contagious.  I am afraid a segment of our community 

will not begin to understand what we are facing until someone they know test positive or dies from the 

virus, as sad as that is.  There are some news stories that claim 40% of hospital admissions are people 

between the ages of 20 and 50.  That age group is experiencing many deaths as well.  A tragedy of this 

disease is you may not show any signs of the disease, but are a carrier, infecting many, many people 

unknown to yourself.  Do your part, join the fight and help protect someone close to you. 

 The City is operating and providing essential services.  Access to City Hall is very limited, but 

behind the locked doors we are working for you.  We all are doing our best to follow safe practices.  Call, 

text, or write if you have a question.  As a reminder, all City Committee meetings scheduled in April are 

cancelled and the City Council meeting scheduled for April 15th is postponed until May 6th. 

 The Spring brush and leaf curbside pick-up program is cancelled.  The bush dump on Evergreen 

Street is open.  The large item drop-off program at the DPW grounds scheduled for June 6th is still on, but 



questionable at this time.  All curbside household refuse/trash collections must be bagged.  The limit is 

still three 30-gallon bags.  Bagged leaves or brush will not be picked up. 

 In the middle of this crisis is another ongoing program, that otherwise would be the top story in 

the news cycle, being the collection of the 2020 Census.  April 1, 2020 was Census Day.  Whomever was 

staying at your house that day must be counted.  By now you should have received three notices in the 

mail, one would have provided instructions to be counted on-line.  It is a very easy and simple process.  

There are nine straight forward questions that collects just what is needed to complete the count.  It 

doesn’t take very long and means the world to your City.  I understand in 2010 we were undercounted by 

13%, mostly due to not counting non-traditional household members and single parents that moved often. 

Let’s do not allow that to happen again.  If you do not respond, the Census will be required to send 

enumerators into our communities to finish the count.  Please help protect those workers from going door 

to door by having your household counted through your initiative. 

 I know it is an awful amount to ask, as well as a burden and inconvenience, for you to stay at 

home.  The alternative is far worse.  Cabin fever will become unbearable.  However, this is the price we 

all must pay to save the lives of our loved ones. 
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